
Empower your people to be productive and secure from anywhere

Secure Work from Anywhere Workshop

Workshop highlights

Evaluate your secure work 

from anywhere options and 

business implications

Goal is to envision and enable  

secure work from anywhere 

scenarios

Two day workshop leaves you 

with a concrete deployment 

plan, timelines, and next 

actions

Teamwork and collaboration are fundamental to build resilience for 

your people, teams, and organization. Empower people to be 

productive and secure as they adapt to new ways of working with 

Microsoft 365.

Enable your team to productive and secure 

with a Secure Work from anywhere Workshop

With this two-day workshop, we’ll show you how you can use 

Microsoft technologies to: 

Why you should attend

We’ll discuss the scenarios available with Microsoft 365 to enable secure work from anywhere. We’ll 

evaluate your options and leave you with a concrete deployment plan and next steps. 

This two-day workshop is focused on identifying secure work from anywhere  scenarios that align to your 

business needs, addressing the following: 

1. Envision Secure Work 

from Anywhere

Understand the customer 

objectives and envisioning 

priority scenarios to enable 

secure work from anywhere

2. Implementation planning

Develop a plan for 

implementation including 

Identity, Teams, securing mobile 

access with Endpoint Manager 

and foundational security

3. Activation and adoption 

planning

Define activation plans and 

risks and mitigations for a 

successful deployment and 

adoption plan 

• Provide meeting experiences to 

connect teams remotely and 

onsite 

• Simplify day-to-day work with 

apps and workflows 

• Connect people to drive 

culture, change, and 

communication 

• Manage and secure any device



• Understand your secure work from anywhere goals and 

objectives 

• Envision priority scenarios with a Customer Immersion 

Experience 

• Define your existing and desired work from anywhere 

scenarios 

• Identification of potential blockers and challenges

Who should attend

The workshop is intended for decision-makers such as:

• C-Suite Business Decision Makers

• Chief Information Security Officer (CISO)

• Chief Information Officer (CIO)

• Chief Security Officer (CSO)

• IT Security

• IT Compliance

• Data Governance

• IT Operations

Why Carbon Cloud?

When it comes to compliance, you need an experienced partner. 

Carbon Cloud are expert in delivering remote working solutions that deliver flexibility and security to our 

customers. Our deep technical knowledge and experience is underpinned with the pragmatism of working in the 

real world. We can help your users work securely, anywhere.

Contact us today to get started! 
cloud@carboncloud.co.uk 01892 337337     www.carboncloud.co.uk

What to expect

Teamwork and collaboration are fundamental to build resilience for your people, teams, and organization. Our goal 

is to empower people to be productive and secure as they adapt to new ways of working with Microsoft 365.

We’ll work with you to: 

• Environmental & workload analysis

• A list of actionable recommendations to implement 

hybrid identity, Microsoft Teams, and security

• Develop a joint action plan based key results, 

recommendations and next steps

• Teams & Security Adoption Kit, including end user 

training, workload introductions, and support resources 

We’ll customize the workshop based on your organization’s needs
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